An in vitro spectrometric method for determining the partition coefficients of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs into human erythrocyte ghost membranes.
Usefulness of second derivative spectrophotometry for determining the partition coefficients (K(p)s) of four non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) between human erythrocyte ghost (HEG) membranes and buffer at simulated physiological conditions (pH=7.4, 37 °C) has been adequately emphasized. In the absorption spectra for each of the investigated NSAIDs, λ(max) was red-shifted in presence of HEG membranes, indicating that NSAIDs have the nature of metachromasy between lipid bilayer and water. Further quantitative spectral data for calculating K(p)s could not be obtained from the absorption spectra because of the presence of background signal impacts of HEG lipid bilayers. Second derivative spectra were calculated from absorption spectra and fortunately showed three isosbestic derivative points for each NSAID, indicating without doubt that the background signals were entirely eliminated. From the relation between the derivative intensity change (ΔD) induced by addition of HEG membranes, K(p)s were calculated and obtained with RSD of below 6%. Fractions of partitioned NSAIDs are in well-harmony with that derived from the experimental values. Moreover, validity of the proposed method was confirmed. Conclusively, the second derivative spectrometry has proven to be a facile, reliable and more expeditious method to obtain in vitro K(p)s of drugs to HEG without previous separation.